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A New Dataset on the First Intifada 
Eitan Y. Alimi & Alon Burstein sum up the policy implications detailed in their peer-reviewed article with 
Gregory M. Maney, "Beyond the media’s radar: Introducing the Intifada Non-Media-Based Dataset," 
published online in International Interactions in May 2019.  

 

This article introduces the Intifada Non-Media-Based Dataset (INMBD). While many conflict and 
contention datasets rely on media news coverage in order to identify and code contentious events, INMBD 
uses strictly non-media-based sources, primarily Israeli security forces field reports. The dataset covers 
over 23,000 insurgent and repressive events which occurred in the Israeli-Palestinian cycle of contention 
between 1987 and 1993: The First Intifada. 

The uses of such data are illustrated both empirically and theoretically. First, a discussion regarding the 
justification for, and usage of such non-media based data is presented, unpacking both the strengths and 
weaknesses of relying on media and non-media based accounts. The rationale for such a new dataset 
regarding the Israeli-Palestinian case specifically is then developed, followed by an unpacking of the 
richness and distinctness of events INMBD contains. Specific attention is paid to the type of and access to 
the data collected, the different variables in the dataset, the coding procedures, as well as to the 
development and fine-tuning of the magnitude of contentious events involving all actors that were part 
of the cycle of contention. 

Thereinafter, the article demonstrates the exceptional potential such an elaborated dataset contains by 
analyzing the association between state repression and insurgent violence during the rapid events of the 
First Intifada. Demonstrating both the benefits of aggregational flexibility in such analysis as well as the 
importance of analyzing nuances among different kinds of repression / insurgent activity, the groundwork 
is laid for future developments utilizing such data specifically, as well as more broadly for developing 
complementary similar datasets regarding comparable cycles of contention elsewhere. 

 

Read the published article at Taylor & Francis Online. 

Check out more posts on the Beyond Academia blog. 
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